Award of Excellence - LNG Nomination Form
Award of Excellence – LNG

The award is open to all players in the LNG value chain, including producers, buyers, portfolio
players, traders, financial companies, shippers, and technology innovators.
LNG's commoditization is quickening in 2019. LNG and oil prices are increasingly de-coupling,
destination-flexible production continues to ramp-up, and large-scale portfolio supplies have
already taken FID (Final Investment Decision). The spot market has become more liquid and
transparent in the last year. Market players are increasingly adopting physical LNG spot price
assessments in contracts, and exposure to LNG derivatives is growing rapidly as risk management
becomes a greater focus for the industry.
Entries should focus on high-performance in LNG areas including innovation, flexibility, efficiency
and partnerships. Nominations might include organizations that have financed, or reached FID on,
projects that have successfully concluded LNG transactions, or more broadly demonstrated
operational excellence within this commodity.
Judges will focus on evidence of industry-wide impact since January 2018, in addition to
considering the three-year track record of an entrant.
* 1. Nominated Company Information
Company Name
Headquarters (country)
Company's Website
Company's Twitter
Handle
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* 2. Nominator Contact Information
(person completing this form)
Full Name
Job Title
Company Name
City/Town
State/Province
ZIP/Postal Code
Country
Email Address
Phone Number

* 3. CEO Contact Information
Full Name
Official Title
Company Name
City/Town
State/Province
ZIP/Postal Code
Country
Email Address
Phone Number

* 4. Company Profile (300 word limit)

* 5. Summary and Rationale (300 word limit)
3-4 highlights that communicate why your entry should win
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* 6. Challenges

(300 word limit)

* 7. Financial Results

* 8. Innovation

(300 word limit)

(300 word limit)

* 9. Operational Excellence (300 word limit)

* 10. Strategic Vision (300 word limit)

Clicking Submit means you agree to the Terms and have read and understand the Privacy Policy.
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